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ABSTRACT. Trigeminal neuralgia is a sudden, severe condition
characterized by stabbing and recurrent pain. Radiofrequency
thermocoagulation (RFT) and pulsed radiofrequency (PRF) are
common surgical interventions used to treat trigeminal neuralgia.
This study aimed to investigate the therapeutic effects and associated
complications of a combination of RFT and PRF in the treatment of
trigeminal neuralgia. Computed tomography-guided percutaneous RFT
of the Gasserian ganglion was performed on 80 patients with trigeminal
neuralgia. Patients were randomly assigned to either group A (RFT at
70°C) or group B (RFT at 75°C). Patients in each group were divided
into 2 subgroups, receiving percutaneous RFT (240 s) with or without
PRF (42°C, 2 Hz, 240 s). Six months later, pain relief and complication
status were evaluated. There was no significant difference in visual
analogue scores among groups with RFT at 70° or 75°C, with or without
PRF. Data showed that facial numbness and postoperative masticatory
muscle weakness recovered more rapidly in patients receiving combined
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RFT and PRF treatment. Decreased corneal reflex was relieved to a
significantly greater extent in groups receiving PRF than those without.
Thus, compared to the use of RFT at 75°C alone, the combination of
PRF and RFT helped eliminate postoperative complications, such as
facial numbness, masticatory muscle weakness, and decreased corneal
reflex, indicating that it could be useful for surgically treating trigeminal
neuralgia.
Key words: Trigeminal neuralgia; Gasserian ganglion; Complications;
Radiofrequency thermocoagulation; Pulsed radiofrequency

INTRODUCTION
Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is a pain syndrome characterized by recurrent attacks and
severe pain typically in the area innervated by the trigeminal nerve. It is a common disorder
having great impact on the quality of life of patients (Yoshino et al., 2003; Han et al., 2010).
Besides medication and interventional procedures, radiofrequency thermocoagulation (RFT)
is one of the most important surgical approaches extensively applied in the treatment of TN.
The main advantage of conventional RFT is its effectiveness and high rate of pain
relief. However, patients receiving RFT may develop complications, such as facial numbness,
decreased corneal reflex, masticatory muscle weakness (van Kleef et al., 2009), and intracranial hemorrhage (Rath et al., 2009). These complications are presumably due to neuronal
injury mainly produced by surgical puncture and heat from radiofrequency temperature during
the surgery (Bogduk et al., 1987). Research has focused on ways to decrease complications
while maintaining long-term therapeutic effects. In 1998, Sluijter et al. (1998) first proposed
the concept of pulsed radiofrequency (PRF), in which high-density voltage (2 x 104 A/m2) is
produced at the tip of a needle by a radiofrequency generator and the current is conducted to
the nerve in a pulsed fashion. The temperature at the tip of the electrode does not exceed 42°C
and does not damage the nerve. Although PRF is reported to be ineffective for pain treatment
in idiopathic TN (Erdine et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2014), it was suggested that computed tomography (CT)-guided PRF was associated with less complications than RFT (Luo et al., 2014),
believed to be caused by the neural regulation induced by RFT. Thus, we speculate that the
combined use of conventional RFT and PRF may retain the advantages of pain relief while
reducing complications after treatment.
In this study, we investigated postoperative therapeutic effects and complications of CTguided RFT at different temperatures with or without PRF in the treatment of TN.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Methods
Patients
A total of 80 patients with trigeminal neuralgia, 34 men and 46 women, aged 38-81
years (mean age, 59.3 years), were included in this study. The time of disease onset ranged between 0.5-30 years, with a mean age of 5.9 years. Patients had to fulfill certain inclusion criteria
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to be included in the study. Thus, the following patients were included: those with moderate
or heavy primary trigeminal neuralgia diagnosed during physical examination; aged and infirm patients with trigeminal neuralgia who were not suitable/willing to receive microvascular
decompression; patients on a high dose of carbamazepine or phenytoin sodium. Patients were
excluded from the study if they fulfilled one of the following criteria: noncompliance with physician’s advice, infection foci on the skin and deep tissue at the puncture site, or the presence of
bleeding tendency or receiving anticoagulant therapy. In addition, patients in the unstable stage
of severe cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease or with secondary trigeminal neuralgia (for
example, trigeminal neuralgia secondary to cranial tumors or herpes zoster, etc.) were also
excluded. All patients showed no statistically significant difference in visual analogue scores
(VAS), facial numbness, masticatory muscle weakness, or decrease in corneal reflex.

Grouping method
In a controlled study, 80 patients were randomly and equally assigned to four treatment groups (20 patients in each): groups A1 and A2 were treated with RFT at 70°C, whereas
groups B1 and B2 were treated with RFT at 75°C. Before the RFT operation, patients in both
group A1 and B1 received PRF. Grouping details are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Patient groups.
Group A		
A1 (PRF + RFT)
20

Group B

A2 (Sham Test + RFT)

B1 (PRF + RFT)

B2 (Sham Test + RFT)

20

20

20

Surgical procedure
The patient was placed in a supine position on the CT bed, so that the connecting line
between the mental protuberance and the angle of the mandible was perpendicular to the bed.
Electrocardiography, blood pressure, and blood oxygen saturation were continuously monitored. Using the puncture method in an anterior approach, a metal marker was placed at a site
on the lateral side of the labial angle, a site near the cheekbone above the second molars of
the upper jaw. A CT location measurement of the distance between the punctured skin and the
oval foramen and of the puncture angle was carried out to determine the punctured site and the
puncture path (as shown in Figure 1A and B).
Full disinfection was carried out with Anerdian and a sterile drape was spread. Local
anesthesia was induced with 1% lidocaine and the puncture was made by the radiofrequency
trocar in the CT-determined direction. During puncturing, penetration of the oral mucous
membrane was avoided, as this could increase the chance of intracranial infection. When the
puncture needle entered the oval foramen there was a sense of penetration and the patient
experienced a severe shock-like pain, suggesting the puncture needle had penetrated the Gasserian ganglion. Another CT scan was carried out to determine the position of the puncture
needle and the impedance in the area around the puncture needle tip was displayed; when the
puncture needle tip was located in the ganglion, the impedance was approximately 300-500
Ω, further confirming that the needle tip was correctly located in the Gasserian ganglion.
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Figure 1. Puncture site and the puncture path. A. CT-positioning surface for puncture point. B. CT scan showing
puncture path.

After the successful puncture, RFT or PRF was administered with a radiofrequency
generator (German Baylis Radiofrequency Therapy Apparatus, PMG-230-TD). The patients
in group A received RFT at 70°C for 120 s. In case there were two or more nerve branches,
the puncture needle was withdrawn by 0.3 cm and RFT was then applied at 70°C for another
120 s. Prior to RFT, patients in group A1 received a PRF current of 2 bursts at 20 ms/s for
120 s. The tip of the electrode did not exceed 42°C. To avoid any bias, patients in group A2
received a 120 s puncture needle piercing without any operation. Surgical procedures performed on patients in group B were the same as those in group A.

Observations and follow-up
VAS: VASs of patients before surgery were recorded, as well as 1 day, 1 week, 2
weeks, 1 month, 3 months, and 6 months after the surgery. Score range: “0” no pain to “10”
worst possible pain.
Facial numbness before and after the operation: “0” no numbness; “1” mild numbness
(tolerable, without significant impact on life or work); “2” moderate numbness (with some
impact on life); “3” severe numbness (intolerable).
Corneal reflex prior to and after the procedure: “0” normal corneal reflex; “1” decreased corneal reflex.
Masticatory muscle weakness prior to and after the procedure: “0” no impact, “1” tolerable masticatory muscle weakness, without significant impact on life or work; “2” moderate masticatory muscle weakness, with significant impact on life; “3” severe masticatory muscle weakness.
Data from one patient in group B1 is missing, as the patient did not return for
follow-up visits.

Statistics
Statistics were performed using the SAS and SPSS 14.0 software. The effects of
grouping and time, as well as postoperative VAS and numbness, were analyzed by the generGenetics and Molecular Research 14 (3): 7616-7623 (2015)
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alized estimated equation. Postoperative masticatory muscle weakness was analyzed by the
rank sum test, and postoperative corneal reflex, by the chi-square test.

RESULTS
Generally, there were no statistically significant differences of VAS among groups
and the different time-points after the procedure. Facial numbness in all patients decreased 6
months after the procedure. Compared with group A2, patients in group A1 had lower level
of facial numbness 6 months after surgery (Table 2) (P < 0.05). The postoperative masticatory
muscle weakness was less severe in patients of group A than in group B (Table 3). The complication of postoperative masticatory muscle weakness recovered more rapidly in group A1
patients than in group A2 (Table 4). Furthermore, the decreased corneal reflex of group A1 and
B1 patients that received both PRF and RFT was significantly relieved compared with group
A2 and B2 who just had RFT (Table 5).

Table 2. Effect of time on facial numbness (means ± SD).
Time after surgery
1 day
1 week
2 weeks
1 month
3 months
6 months

A1

A2

B1

B2

1.05 ± 0.60
1.05 ± 0.60
1.05 ± 0.60
1.05 ± 0.51
1.00 ± 0.61
0.75 ± 0.51*

1.20 ± 0.68
1.20 ± 0.68
1.20 ± 0.67
1.20 ± 0.73
1.15 ± 0.76
0.95 ± 0.70

1.37 ± 0.83
1.37 ± 0.83
1.37 ± 0.83
1.31 ± 0.82
1.21 ± 0.79
1.21 ± 0.79

1.45 ± 0.60
1.45 ± 0.60
1.40 ± 0.59
1.35 ± 0.58
1.20 ± 0.69
1.15 ± 0.74

*P < 0.05, compared with Group A2.

Table 3. Effects of group on postoperative masticatory muscle weakness (means ± SD).
Time after surgery
1 day
1 week
2 weeks
1 month
3 months
6 months

A

B

0.58 ± 0.59
0.58 ± 0.59
0.58 ± 0.59
0.56 ± 0.59
0.53 ± 0.60
0.48 ± 0.60*

0.82 ± 0.76
0.84 ± 0.75
0.82 ± 0.76
0.82 ± 0.76
0.82 ± 0.76
0.79 ± 0.73

*P < 0.05, compared with Group B after 6 months.

Table 4. Effect of time on postoperative masticatory muscle weakness (means ± SD).
Time after surgery
1 day
1 week
2 weeks
1 month
3 months
6 months

A1

A2

B1

B2

0.44 ± 0.51
0.47 ± 0.51
0.47 ± 0.51
0.42 ± 0.50
0.42 ± 0.51
0.36 ± 0.50*

0.70 ± 0.66
0.70 ± 0.66
0.70 ± 0.66
0.70 ± 0.66
0.65 ± 0.67
0.50 ± 0.68

0.63 ± 0.83
0.67 ± 0.84
0.63 ± 0.83
0.63 ± 0.83
0.63 ± 0.83
0.63 ± 083

1.00 ± 0.65
1.00 ± 0.65
1.00 ± 0.65
1.00 ± 0.65
1.00 ± 0.65
0.95 ± 0.60

*P < 0.05.
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Table 5. Number of patients with postoperative decreased corneal reflex.
Grade
0 (no effects)
1 (decreased)

Group A		

Group B

A1

A2

B1

B2

13
7*

8
12

14
5*

9
11

*P < 0.05, Group A1 compared with Group A2, Group B1 with Group B2.

DISCUSSION
RFT has been extensively used as an effective method for TN (Motamedi et al., 2009).
An increased RFT temperature may increase effectiveness but may exacerbate postoperative
complications, such as facial numbness, decreased corneal reflex, and masticatory muscle
weakness (Bogduk et al., 1987). Previous studies suggested that thermocoagulation damages
class A-δ and C fibers that conduct pain signals, as well as nonmyelinated fibers that conduct
epicritic stimuli. However, other experiments and histological results refuted these findings
and supported the theory that all nerve fibers (including nonmyelinated and myelinated fibers)
might be damaged even at low temperatures. Therefore, it seemed impossible to achieve both,
complete pain relief and maintenance of epicritic sense.
In 1998, Sluijter et al. (1998) first proposed PRF. Although its long-term therapeutic
effects were uncertain, short-term use of the method was suggested to be more favorable as it
was accompanied by fewer complications. Several studies that investigated the mechanisms
behind PRF (Higuchi et al., 2002a; Erdine et al., 2005; Podhajsky et al., 2005; Van Zundert et
al., 2005) found the favorable effect of PRF was mainly due to following reasons. First, there
was a change occurring in the structure of the cells that influenced the conduction of pain
(Higuchi et al., 2002b). Second, there was an increased expression and delayed time of nonspecific c-fox genes, that also influenced the conduction of pain (Van Zundert et al., 2005).
Third, the long-term inhibition of class C fibers may inhibit the conduction of pain signals
(Sandkühler et al., 1997). However, the long-term therapeutic effects of the PRF technique in
treatment of TN need further evaluation. It is unclear whether the combined use of conventional RFT and PRF may retain the advantage of pain relief while decreasing complications
after treatment.
In this trial, a precise puncture of the Gasserian ganglion was guided by CT. A radiofrequency apparatus was adapted to ensure the accuracy of PRF and RFT, which maximized
the success rate of the puncture and minimized complications (Xu et al., 2005). The immediate pain relief rates in group A and B were 94.3 and 97.6%, respectively, lower than those
reported in the literature (Fraioli et al., 2009). Previous studies have reported immediate pain
relief rates from RFT in the treatment of TN between 91-99% (Bovaira et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2013; Weng et al., 2013).
Kanpolat et al. (2001) reported that 98.6% of 1600 patients felt immediate pain relief;
however, the reasons for such differences are due to contrasting pain relief criteria. In the
current study, the criteria for postoperative pain relief was >50%, while Kanpolat’s criteria
was postoperative pain relief >40%. There was no statistically significant difference of VAS
between groups A and B, suggesting that 70° and 75°C RFT had similar postoperative shortterm pain relief rates in the treatment of TN (the follow-up in this article was 6 months after
the procedure).
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In the current study, postoperative masticatory muscle weakness in group A was significantly decreased compared with that in group B. The incidences of postoperative masticatory muscle weakness were 45 and 64% in groups A and B, respectively. There was a
statistically significant difference of postoperative masticatory muscle weakness between the
subgroups within groups A and B (P = 0.027). However, VAS of group A (RFT at 70°C) was
similar to that of group B (RFT at 75°C). This suggests that RFT at 70°C significantly decreases motor nerve damage without affecting therapeutic effects. Additionally, the complication of
postoperative masticatory muscle weakness recovered more rapidly in group A1 than in group
A2. This is probably due to the combined use of RFT and PRF. However, the mechanism underlying this result needs further elucidation.
The incidence of postoperative corneal reflex in groups A1 and B1 with PRF was lower
than that in groups A2 and B2 without PRF. The nasociliary nerve responsible for the corneal
reflex is a branch of the ophthalmic nerve, which itself is a branch of the trigemical nerve. The
nerve that conducts pain is thought to be less damaged in patients with RFT at 70°C.
In this study, the incidence of postoperative facial numbness in groups A and B was 85
and 86%, respectively, different from those in the study previously performed by Fraioli et al.
(2009). This difference was probably due to the disparate RFT temperatures used between the
two studies. Fraioli et al. (2009) administered radiofrequencies at a temperature of 90°-95°C
for 10 min. The incidence of postoperative facial numbness in this study was 100%. There
was no statistically significant difference in the incidence of facial numbness between groups
A and B. However, when the time factor was considered, postoperative facial numbness improved and corneal reflex recovered more rapidly in group A, while there was no statistically
significant difference between the two indices in group B. This suggests that when using 70°C
RFT, complications such as facial numbness and corneal reflex can be relieved over time.
Nguyen and Wilkes (2010) carried out PRF in patients with sphenopalatine neuralgia
and reported that after the therapy, patient pain disappeared. Despite recurrent attacks, the
final therapeutic effects were positive. In the current trial, it was found through a comparison
among time points that postoperative corneal reflexes were better in group B1 with PRF than
in group B2 without PRF. However, there was no statistically significant difference in corneal
reflex between groups A1 and A2. It is speculated that PRF may have strong regulatory effects
on severely damaged nerves; however, the mechanism behind it needs further investigation.
In conclusion, RFT at 70°C could provide acceptable overall pain relief in the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia than RFT at 75°C. Additionally, compared with the use of RFT
only, the combined use of PRF and RFT could help eliminate complications such as facial
numbness, masticatory muscle weakness, and decreased corneal reflex.
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